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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION
The demand for connectivity to the Internet's global network has grown remarkably, and.an extensive industry has
developed to support the provision of faster and “wider” services: routers, servers, optical fiber, etc. In addition to the
extension of the Internet to a growing number of businesses and individuals worldwide, much of the current, and certainly
future, growth is attributable to the increasing bandwidth demanded by a single consumer.
But while the increasing sophistication of both users and applications continues to drive up the individual’s
bandwidth needs, the current infrastructure cannot step up to meet the task. Specifically, the proverbial “last mile” of the
Internet is comprised largely of an old telephony network, whose designers never envisioned T1-level service to a single
household. The next generation of access requires investment and innovation in the local loop. Unbundling the local loop
bears both promise and peril for the incumbent service providers.
This paper focuses on one of these local access technologies: Digital Subscriber Line, and in particular, ADSL.
Created by Bellcore in the late1980s to address the speculative market for video dialtone, ADSL has found new life in the
recent success of the Internet. As with all local loop alternatives, the capital and expertise necessary to deploy ADSL is
significant.  Hence, many potential providers are wary of embarking on such an ambitious upgrade path.
Analysis of the technology, law, and economics determines the optimal strategy for deployment. The paper is thus
divided into three parts. In the law section, we begin by summarizing the definitions of identity (e.g. ILEC, CLEC) and
provisions for competition (e.g. resale, UNEs, interconnection) as defined by the Telecommunications Act of 1996. The
technology sections provide an overview of the necessary equipment and architectures, and move to the centerpiece of the
work: an ADSL deployment cost model. The analysis sections showcase the abilities of the model by identifying sensitive
variables and looking at real world numbers for profitability.
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SECTION 2. UNITED STATES TELECOMMUNICATIONS POLICY
The purpose of this beginning section is to demonstrate an important point in the case of ADSL: law and policy do
not simply inform the technology process, they frame it. While the free market purports to be a suitable mechanism for
exacting efficiency, the law hypersensitizes the economics to such a degree that a potential entrant would be wary of
financing such a large-scale endeavor. It is then no accident that ADSL is infrequently found as an access solution in the
US, despite the relative maturity of the technology.
While the state public utility commissions (PUCs), the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), the Supreme
Court, and the framers of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 (the “Act”) rarely agree on anything, there are certain
themes which surface frequently when the issue of ADSL arises. These regulations and policies can be broadly partitioned
into the following: identity and access.
Section 2.1: Identity
In a world in which convergence of communication modes is occurring at an increasing rate, it is progressively
more difficult to draw distinctions between purveyors of voice and data. Indeed, the core of the nation’s telecom
infrastructure has been digital for years. The Internet backbone has its beginnings in and largely continues to be the same
fiber used to switch long-distance phone calls.
However there continues to be a legal dichotomy of voice and data which plays a pivotal role in the deployment of
ADSL. unfolding drama of ADSL. One can certainly reason through the technically efficient configurations for ADSL, but
it is identity that determines which of these efficient implementations are available to the prospective deployer.
The Act and the FCC recognize three broad groups (i.e. identities) in relation to local access: the incumbent local
exchange carrier (ILEC), the competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC), and the enhanced service provider (ESP). A
carrier is an organization authorized to transport voice traffic under the rules of common carriage and subject to regulatory
scrutiny. An enhanced service provider is authorized to carry data traffic but not voice traffic, and thus is not subject to the
rights and regulations of the carriers.
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Figure 2.1. Local Access Categories under US Telecommunications Policy
The incumbent (or ILEC) is the carrier who is responsible under state law for the existing monopoly network.
They are typically the firms who created the original infrastructure and continue to operate it, though ILEC status can also
be attained through acquisition (e.g. Sprint-United). As Figure 2.1 above demonstrates, ILECs can be further subdivided
into two categories: regional Bell operating carriers (RBOCs) and independent carriers. The RBOCs, or Baby Bells, were
the original seven (now five) regional monopolies created in the divestiture of AT&T in 19841, and they represent the major
firms behind the local copper infrastructure. The other group of ILECs are the thousands of independents who operate in
non-RBOC regions. While they generally control the rural and marginal urban areas, there are those which operate in many
cities throughout the US (e.g. GTE is the largest independent ILEC).
The counterpart of the ILEC is the Competitive Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC), and refers to any firm
authorized to be a carrier in a district already served by an ILEC. While limited competition in local markets existed before
1996 (e.g. competitive access provider), it was not until the passage of the Act that the US began to benefit from vigorous
competition in the alternative local access market. The stellar success of heretofore unremarkable carriers like WorldCom
and TCG underscore the effect of this legislation.
Enhanced Service Providers (ESPs) are nominally not regulated by the government, as long as they do not act as
carriers. This has become a very precarious issue as the boundary between data and voice becomes blurred. Technologies
such as Internet telephony (voice over data) and ADSL (data over “voice” infrastructure) make it increasingly difficult to
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cleanly differentiate the two.2 The most pervasive example of the ESP, and the one specifically addressed in this paper, is
the Internet Service Provider (ISP).
It should be noted that a single holding company frequently has different subunits certified to operate as any of the
local service entities above. For example, Sprint has separate divisions for its ILEC, CLEC, and ISPs services. There are
even examples of ILECs becoming CLECs in their own region for strategic reasons.3
Section 2.2: Access
After developing a basic vocabulary for addressing the various actors, the intent of the Telecom Act to introduce
competition into the local loop can be addressed. The section below enumerates the Act’s three modes of competition for
carriers: facilities, unbundling, and resale. The issue of network access for non-carriers (e.g. ISPs) will be addressed
following this discussion.
Section 2.2.1: Carrier Access
In full facilities-based competition, a new entrant into an ILEC market would build and maintain its own network:
links, switches, quality of service, etc. The competitor can thus fully differentiate its product because of its tight control over
all facets of the deployment. The only reliance that the CLEC has upon the incumbent’s network is interconnection: the
ability to originate and terminate traffic across networks. This is crucial since the value of the phone network lies largely in
its ability to connect people, regardless of carrier. This type of competition has flourished in the area of large businesses:
companies like WorldCom and WinStar deploy fiber and fixed-loop wireless technologies to meet the voracious voice/data
appetite of large corporations. They undertake huge risks and capital expenditures, negotiate rights-of-way, formulate
interconnection agreements with ILECs, and deal with customer churn.
Hybrid unbundling/facilities-based competition is the next category of CLEC market entry, and the most
important with regard to ADSL deployment. The motivation behind unbundled network elements (UNEs) is to make
available at “cost” those elements that a new competitor would need to transition to full facilities-based competition. The
reasoning is that a new entrant would not ordinarily have the technical or capital resources to create an entirely new overlay
                                                          
2 As an example of this difficulty, the FCC is examining the issue of imposing access and universal service charges on
Internet Telephony Service Providers.
3
 GTE Corporation is the umbrella organization for GTE Network Services (ILEC), GTE Communications Corporation
(CLEC), and GTE Internetworking Services (ISP).
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network to carry voice and data traffic. It would be an extremely risky venture which few, if any, competitors would
undertake. However, by making available ILEC resources, such as local loops, the CLEC can make a more conservative
initial investment, and still be able to introduce competition into the market.
UNEs have been the focus of much contention at the FCC and in the courts because of the way the element costs
are determined. Using a computer model, the FCC established proxy costs to give state PUCs guidance on setting loop
prices.4 In turn each state PUC is currently undertaking the difficult task of determining these prices, a process which will
take several years and involve each branch of government. While it would not be appropriate here to elucidate the virtues
and vices of UNEs, it is sufficient to note that the incumbents do not appreciate the idea of allowing their competitors to
glean their network at a price which an outside agency determines to be near cost.
While the Act’s unbundling mandate has been traditionally interpreted as allowing access to an ILEC customer at
the central office, competitors have been clamoring for the right to access the loop closer to the user, colloquially termed
“sub-loop unbundling.” As will be demonstrated in Section 4, such mid-loop access is crucial to entering many of the
lucrative residential ADSL markets.
UNE competition affords the new entrant significant flexibility in creating new services, though not to the same
degree as does full facilities-based competition. The typical scenario is an entrant that provides its own switching facilities,
and then leases the floorspace in the central office and the copper links to its customers. So if a delay occurs in the
“delivery” of a new link, or if an existing link needs maintenance, the competitor must rely on the incumbent to fix these
problems in a timely manner. The speed and efficiency of the ILEC thus acts as a lower bound on the response time of the
CLEC to respond to quality issues.
Resale is the purchasing of the ILEC’s tariffed services at wholesale discount for the purpose of selling the service
to consumers. The FCC has set a proxy discount to be about 20%, but the exact value varies across states and services. So
for an ILEC’s regulated services, any carrier can obtain the exact same service for 20% off of retail (tariff). This discount is
intended to give the reseller a margin within which to discover, recruit, and switch customers to their service. The loop
facilities and service quality are exactly the same as the ILEC’s − what changes is that the customer’s contact for billing and
service is the reseller.
The advantages of this method of market entry are low capital cost and no risk in infrastructure investment.
However, the 20% margin is very thin when one accounts for the total costs of marketing and customer service, so huge
                                                          
4
 The most common methodology for determining costs is TELRIC: Total Element Long-Run Incremental Cost. The FCC-
endorsed Hatfield model adopts this methodology.
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profits are not found in resale unless the carrier has a large customer base and low marketing costs.5 Another disadvantage is
the reliance upon the ILEC’s network: the quality and types of service are uniquely circumscribed by the incumbent’s
product offerings. Since pure resale precludes the competitor from network innovation, it must use price and customer
service to differentiate its product.
Full  Faci l i t ies
Unbundled Network
Elements
Resa le
RISK
&
CAPITAL
LO W
HIGHHIGH
LO W
PROFIT
MARGINS
&
QOS
CONTROL
Figure 2.2. Telecommunications Act’s Vision of Competition in Local Service
Section 2.2.2: ESP Access
Even though the Internet is a relatively new phenomenon, one would be hard-pressed to find a person who does not
know what an Internet Service Provider (ISP) is. These pervasive firms furnish access to Internet services such as email and
the World Wide Web. In addition to a computer, all that is needed is a phone line and a modem. Since ISPs have been the
vanguards of consumer data service, it is only logical to speculate about their participation in the next round of connectivity.
More specifically, what access rights do ISPs have to unbundling, collocation, interconnection, etc?
In their persistence to eschew carrier status, ISPs have maneuvered themselves, perhaps inadvertently, into a poor
access position. Classification as a carrier would have required data providers to pay access/interconnection charges and
have their rates and activities closely monitored by the state PUCs, so this designation of ESP was a victory for the
proponents of a “free market” for data service. However, this conclusion also deprives them of the right to access the ILECs
facilities and services at unbundling or wholesale prices. In addition, some elements of the ILEC network are considered
operable only by carriers, so ESPs rarely have the opportunity to access these at any cost, e.g. collocation, local loops. It
must be noted that the Act does not specifically prohibit an ILEC from giving ESPs access to these elements, but ESPs do
not have the right or legal recourse to demand these services as CLECs do.6
                                                          
5
 From Excel Communication’s corporate summary: “Excel markets its products and services exclusively through a
nationwide network of Independent Representatives (IRs). Relationship selling is the basis of the Excel business
opportunity. IRs seek subscribers among their family, friends, business associates and acquaintances.”
6
 While a few large ISPs (e.g. AOL) have successfully negotiated such agreements, they often have CLEC certification in
addition to ESP status.
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So an ISP has few options available to reach the customer with a continuous copper connection. They can
purchase, at full retail prices, a “dry copper” link that begins from the customer’s premises, passes through the central
office, and then terminates at the ISP premises.7 Another option is to convince a CLEC to use its clout to obtain an
unbundled loop and then resell it to the ISP. While in theory this should be occurring, it rarely happens because of conflicts
of interest (e.g. CLEC provides its own ADSL service) and better opportunities for the CLEC (e.g. more money in fiber to
companies than in loops to ESPs). A third option for the ISP is to build its own data network to the customer premises
directly. However, since the CLECs, who are infinitely more capital infused and positioned, are afraid to undertake such a
risky venture, the ISPs are not even considering this. The only practical option for an ISP is the first: the purchase of a retail
(tariff) link between the consumer and the ESP. Clearly, the pricing and availability of this link will directly affect the ISP’s
possibilities for ADSL deployment.
Now that the reader has familiarity with the relevant aspects of telecom policy for ADSL, in the next section we
survey the equipment necessary for ADSL deployment.
                                                          
7
 The term dry copper refers to a twisted-pair copper loop without any services running on it, not even regular telephony.
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SECTION 3. THE EQUIPMENT
Perhaps the best way to illustrate the function of a new technology is to compare and contrast it with a similar and
familiar one. In the case of providing data service over ADSL, we employ regular POTS8 modems to facilitate the
comparison. The equipment list required to implement ADSL will vary depending on the specific architecture, but certain
key elements are present in all deployments: transceivers, copper links, access multiplexers, and Internet connections.
Section 3.1. Transceivers
A transceiver is simply a device that takes data in one form and converts it into another, typically bi-directionally.
In the case of POTS modems, the transceiver is the modem that converts between the computer's digital format and the
twisted-pair copper line's analog format.9 The ADSL situation is very similar: the simplest configuration involves having the
user's transceiver connected by a copper pair to the provider's.
ATU-CATU-R
Service User Premises Service Provider Premises
Twisted-
Pair
Copper
Figure 3.1. Point-to-Point ADSL Connection
As the figure illustrates, the Remote ADSL Transceiver Unit (ATU-R) is located in the customer premises, and the
Central Office unit (ATU-C) is situated at the service provider premises. It is important to note that even though the phrase
"central office" ordinarily means a PSTN10 facility owned by an ILEC, the term "ATU-C" refers to an ATU located at the
office of any type of service provider, not simply that of an ILEC.
Section 3.2. Copper Links
Until recently, the process of using a faster POTS modem amounted to the following:
1. Buy a faster modem.
2. Find an ISP that supports the faster modem.
3. Enjoy.
                                                          
8
 POTS: Plain Old Telephone Service
9
 In this paper, the terms transceiver and modem will be used interchangeably.
10
 PSTN: Public Switched Telephone Network. A PSTN switch is colloquially referred to as a voice switch.
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4. When dissatisfied, go to step 1.
Note that the user never needed to be concerned about the nature of the connection to the ISP, beyond the fact that
it was a local or toll-free call. Behind the scenes, the ILEC was dutifully carrying the data traffic as if it were voice, and
routing it through the standard voice network. However, due to the bandwidth limitations of the PSTN switches, this model
of upgrading to faster connectivity breaks down.11 The Shannon Limit12 for the POTS frequencies is reputed to be around 64
Kbps, and already 56 Kbps chipsets from 3Com and Rockwell have been very successful on the market. To go any faster,
the user either needs to turn to alternate access media (e.g. cable modems, wireless), or the copper access provider needs to
make a significant investment to enable higher frequency (bandwidth) technologies.
POTS  M o d e mPOTS  M o d e m
Service User Premises Service Provider Premises
Voice Switch
ATU-CATU-R
Service User Premises Service Provider Premises
Voice Switch
X
Link Provider Premises
Link Provider Premises
Figure 3.2. Voice Switching for POTS and ADSL Transceivers
ADSL is an example of the second strategy. Its advantage is the ability to derive a high-bandwidth architecture
from an existing “low-tech” one. Utilizing the existing copper pairs takes an essentially sunk-cost element of an aging
network and adds substantial value to it. In this sense the network is already deployed, and all that is needed is the circuitry
at the endpoints to drive the bandwidth limit up. From the diagram above, it is clear that one solution would be to upgrade to
or buy new switches that have broadband access capability already built-in. However, the installed base of switches is very
large, so the switch upgrade would be prohibitively expensive.
A common solution is to relocate the service provider's modem such that the voice switch does not block the signal
from the ATU-R. In other words, the provider's modem needs to be situated such that there can be a continuous copper
connection between the two modems, just like the two modems in Figure3.1. This seems trivial enough in theory, but the
                                                          
11
 There are other reasons why the PSTN would be inappropriate, e.g. packet vs. circuit switching, but the discussion here is
restricted to access limitations.
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options to place the service provider's modem are actually quite limited physically.13 Even though there may be multiple
wires reaching each customer premises, there is really only one copper conduit (or binder group) to that location. It is
predominantly the ILEC that is the provider of copper links in a region; hence, most continuous copper paths between the
customer and the provider follow the existing loop to the ILEC's central office.
Given the nature of the current copper network, the only successful choices for placing an ADSL modem are those
which intercept the signal before it passes through the voice switch. This constraint of copper connectivity, coupled with the
reality of having to follow the existing loop, leaves the provider with only three technically feasible choices:
ATU-R
Serv ice User
Premises
Serv ice Prov ider
Premises Voice Switch
Link Provider
Premises
ATU-C
ATU-R
Service User
Premises
Service Provider
Premises
Voice Switch
Link Provider Premises
ATU-C
ATU-R
Serv ice User
Premises Serv ice Prov ider
PremisesVoice Switch
Link Prov ider  Premises
ATU-C
Before Link Provider
Collocated with Link
Provider
After Link Provider
Figure 3.3. Configurations for Providing Continuous Copper Connectivity
Section 3.3. Access Multiplexers
As in the case with a POTS modem ISP, the provider usually has an integrated equipment rack that both houses the
modems and statistically aggregates the bandwidth of the individual users onto a single high-capacity link. This piece of
equipment is called a Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer (DSLAM). It should be noted that the resulting data
stream is invariably smaller than the sum of the “advertised” data streams for each user. The provider relies on the statistical
(e.g. “bursty”) nature of the individual streams in order to provision an inexpensive outgoing line that can still meet the total
actual demand profile.
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
12
 The Shannon Limit is the theoretical “speed” boundary of a transmission medium, based on the signal-to-noise ratio.
13
 As will be demonstrated in Section 4, modem placement is also legally constricted.
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D S L A M
Service Provider  PremisesServ ice User  Premises
Figure 3.4. Aggregation of Data at DSLAM
Section 3.4. Internet Connection
Once the service provider has determined the appropriate link capacity, this aggregate data stream needs to be
transported to the rest of the Internet. The assumption in this paper is that all ADSL service providers will connect to a
larger, upstream data provider, so this connection can be simply abstracted as a link to provide the physical access and the
upstream provider service to carry data over the link, as illustrated in Figure 3.5.14 Of course, this high-capacity link
between the ADSL service provider and upstream IP provider will most likely be provided by the ILEC, in the form of a T1
or T3, but this level of detail is not necessary when considering the general deployment model.
D S L A M
ADSL Provider
Premises
Link Provider
Premises
Upstream ISP
Server /Router
In ternet
is equivalent
to
DSLAM
ADSL Prov ider
Premises
In ternet
Link
&
Service
Figure 3.5. Abstracting the Internet Connection
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 In the argot of the telcos, link is called access, and service is termed port.
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SECTION 4. DEPLOYMENT ARCHITECTURES
In this section, the seemingly disparate notions of legal identity and access rights from Section 2, and the
technically feasible configurations of equipment in Section 3 are brought together. This marriage of law and technology
yields a set of three general architectures, each of which is implementable only by a subset of the market players.
The reader will recall that the three participants in the race to deploy ADSL are the ILECs, the CLECs, and the
ISPs. Coupled with the three technically feasible link configurations outlined in the previous section (see Figure 3.3), it
would appear at first glance that there would be nine identity-architecture pairs: three means of market entry for each type of
competitor. However as previously noted, the identity of the market entrant often circumscribes the possibilities before it.
For example, since the ISP (a non-carrier) is effectively barred from collocation, the only option is to get a tariffed service
from the ILEC to provide a continuous copper connection between the customer and its facility.
Looking at the nine possibilities for ADSL deployment, there are in practice only four cases of interest. In an effort
to generalize the deployment architectures, the location of the DSLAM has been chosen as a convenient demarcation point.
Section 4.1. DSLAM in the CO
The figure below illustrates the simplest architecture: the DSLAM located in the central office. The ADSL signal
travels from the user premises to the CO, at which point the DSLAM packetizes and aggregates the data onto a single line.
This link, in turn, is connected to the Internet, directly or via other central offices. Since the DSLAM and related equipment
are located within the CO, this option is open only to two types of market entrants: the ILEC that owns the CO, or a CLEC
that collocates within the CO.
U s e r
Premises
Internet
Viable option for:
ILEC
CLEC Centra l  Off ice
DSLAMcopper
Figure 4.1. DSLAM in the CO
Section 4.2. DSLAM in the Remote Terminal
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While the configuration above is quite common in the business market, many residential communities are served
by a similar but distinct hybrid fiber-copper architecture. Since the distance between the residences and the central office
can be quite large, it is often more efficient to build out a fiber link from the CO to a remote terminal (RT) unit in the
neighborhood, and then build out the copper loops from that point. The equipment that provides the heterojunction between
the fiber and the copper is called a digital loop carrier (DLC). The motivation for the DLC is economic: to minimize the
cost of building out copper loops by extending the reach of the CO through the use of fiber. As communities continue to
expand outward and grow more dense, the use of DLCs to provide service to neighborhoods will become increasingly
prevalent.
While the hybrid architecture of the DLC-served community minimizes cost while maintaining a high quality of
voice service, this heterojunction complicates the deployment of ADSL. The reader will recall from Section 3 that the ATU-
R and ATU-C must be joined by a continuous copper connection. The signal must be intercepted before it encounters a
change of medium, thus precluding the location of the ATU-C at the central office in this case. The only technically feasible
solution in this situation is to upgrade the RT to intercept the ADSL signals and to aggregate the data stream onto the fiber.
For the installed base of RT systems, this may involve retrofitting the DLC to support ATM over SONET, the addition of a
statistical multiplexer, and of course the ATU-C line cards. Another solution is to simply install a DSLAM immediately
adjacent to the RT.15
copper
In te rne t
U s e r
P r e m i s e s
U s e r
P r e m i s e s
Cen t r a l  Of f i ceD L C
DSLAM
Viable option for ILEC only
U s e r
P r e m i s e s
f iber
R e m o t e
T e r m i n a l
Figure 4.2. “DSLAM” in the Remote Terminal
As addressed in Section 2, the popular interpretation of the law is that while the ILEC must unbundle loop
elements for any qualified CLEC, it is not obligated to provide subloop elements. In practice, this means that a CLEC can
get the entire copper loop from the user to the CO, but it cannot access the copper sub-loop from the residence to the RT.
Consequently, CLECs have no opportunity to access the copper portions of these hybrid loops, and are thus effectively
                                                          
15 Though next generation DLCs (NG-DLCs) are just now coming onto the market, this model looks at existing
neighborhoods and adding value to sunk cost elements, the major selling point for ADSL. The cost for deploying ADSL
in a new neighborhood would be substantially less since the NG-DLCs have native ATM and ADSL support.
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preempted from entering the market with this architecture, barring reinterpretation of the Act. Only the ILEC can enter the
market for DLC-served neighborhoods, which constitute the majority of the prime neighborhoods for ADSL deployment.16
Section 4.3. DSLAM Remotely Collocated
So far none of the architectures addressed permits the ISP to enter the ADSL market. Its noncarrier status
effectively restricts its access to critical network elements, namely copper loops and collocation. However, there is a way to
obtain copper connectivity between the user premises and the ISP through a creative use of older tariffs and private rental
agreements.
In most regions of the US, there exist tariffs under names like Analog Private Line Data Service or Local Area
Data (LAD) Service.17 These tariffs were created many years ago in the nascent years of data communications. For those
ambitious firms that wanted to send and receive data between their different field offices, they could request these links to
set up a direct copper connection between their two modems. Alarm circuits were another common use of these links.
If the ISP is sufficiently resourceful in plumbing the tariff filings, it can often find that these services are still
available. The LAD tariff typically consists of a continuous copper connection between two locations served by the same
central office. Two copper pairs provide the connectivity: one between some point A and the CO, and another between the
same CO and another point B. The two loops are joined together within the CO, providing the critical copper continuity for
ADSL.
The tariff was never envisioned to provide a fully-conditioned line for high-bandwidth services like ADSL, yet
these lines are obtained expressly for that purpose. They approximate physical collocation in the central office by renting a
small space near the central office,18 then request that a LAD circuit be established between their customer site and this
remote collocation site.19 After the customary aggregation of data streams at the DSLAM, the data is backhauled to the
service provider’s premises via a high-capacity link (e.g. T1). Finally, the data is multiplexed together with the rest of the
                                                          
16
 E.g. 40% of residences in Bell South’s territory are served by DLCs.
17
 State public utility commissions are seldom knowledgeable about LAD service: the tariffs are very old and often it is
offered as a private, non-regulated service of the ILEC.
18
 This space is popularly termed the broom closet, since it need only be large enough to house the DSLAM.
19
 Remote collocation is a term coined by the author to represent the act of locating near a CO and obtaining continuous
copper connectivity to each individual customer. Virtual collocation is a phrase employed in the Act to denote a slightly
different arrangement: the ILEC aggregates and trunks competitor traffic to a remote location (typically via fiber) due to
space constraints in the CO. ISPs cannot deploy ADSL in this configuration because it introduces a fiber-copper
hetereojunction in the CO, a location in which, by definition, the ISP cannot operate without carrier status.
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traffic from the provider and sent off to the upstream Internet provider via yet another link. Note that in our model, the ISP
deploying the ADSL service is distinct from the ISP providing access to the Internet.
In terne t
Remote
Colocat ion
Site
Cent ra l  Of f i ce
U s e r
P r e m i s e s
I S PDSLAM
Viable option for ISP only
Figure 4.3. DSLAM Remotely Collocated
An ADSL provider would choose this architecture only if they had no access to the CO. So while it is certainly
possible for all three potential market entrants to select this architecture, only the ISP would find it viable to do so.
Section 4.3. DSLAM Remotely Collocated
By bringing together the interpretation of the law and ADSL’s inflexible need for copper connectivity, the three
technically feasible architectures can be paired to market entrants based on identity. As can be seen in the table below, only
four of the 9 possible pairings will occur in practice. It is to these 4 cases that the cost model in the next section attends.
ARCHITECTURE ILEC CLEC ISP
DSLAM in CO YES YES Not
carrier
DSLAM in RT YES No sub-loopUNEs
Not
carrier
DSLAM in RC Not cost
effective
Not cost
effective YES
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SECTION 5. ADSL DEPLOYMENT MODEL
In the previous section, law and technology intersected to yield a set of 4 distinct deployment scenarios. Now these
identity-architecture pairs are incorporated into the centerpiece of the paper: the ADSL deployment model. The model
serves as a tool to both compare the different architectures and to explore the sensitivity of each to the input parameters.
Another interesting application is to import data from trials and actual deployments. However, before any analysis can
proceed, the modeling framework needs to be motivated. The top-level view of the model is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Revenue
Model
Cost
Model
Cashf low
Analysis
Net Present
Value (NPV)
Flows
General
Parameters
Figure 5.1. Modeling Methodology
Section 5.1. General Parameters
PARAMETER EXPLANATION
Number of lines Used in both Revenue and Cost Models
Downstream Bandwidth Promised per line Used in Cost Model
Bandwidth Utilization Used in Cost Model
Discount rate Used in Cashflow Analysis
The Number of Lines (loops to be converted to ADSL) is an important parameter which affects the bottom line of
the ADSL deployer. The Bandwidth is specified for the Downstream direction only. Since it is the larger of the two data
streams, it serves as the limiting factor in provisioning the Internet link.
The Bandwidth Utilization accounts for the factor by which the ADSL service provider overprovisions the
outgoing link to the Internet. By capitalizing on the bursty character of the traffic patterns, most providers typically achieve
oversubscription ratios greater than 10:1. For example, if the ADSL deployer promises 100 Kbps (downstream) for each of
100 lines, a Bandwidth Utilization of 10% would indicate that the provider should purchase a link to the Internet of size
(100 Kbps)*(100 customers)*(10%) = 1000 Kbps. It is important to observe that the IP protocol provides a best-effort
delivery service, so there are no guarantees on bandwidth between the consumer and the Internet backbone. The lower the
value for Bandwidth Utilization, the more likely that the link will be congested.
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Section 5.2. Revenue Model
PARAMETER EXPLANATION
Installation Fee One-time
Monthly Fee Recurring
The revenue model is very simple because a flat-rate pricing scheme is adopted. Most users are unaccustomed to
metered data services, so the pricing has been modeled to reflect the realities of the current Internet service market. The
Installation and Monthly Fees are simply multiplied by the number of lines to yield a total revenue flow. In order to simplify
the analysis, it is assumed that all the customers and equipment are present at the beginning of the analysis. Market
penetration growth rates were not examined because there are too many other variables to explore even in a static analysis.
The total revenue flow, along with the costs below, are used as inputs to the Net Present Value calculation in the Cashflow
Analysis section.
Section 5.3. Cost Model
The Cost Model proves slightly more complex than the Revenue Model, but it is clearly partitioned into the four
deployment cases outlined at the end of the Section 4.
DSLAM in  CO
(ILEC)
DSLAM in  RC
(ISP)
Cost
Flows
DSLAM in  CO
(CLEC)
DSLAM in  RT
(ILEC)
General
Parameters
Figure 5.2. Cost Model’s 4 Sub-models
Section 5.3.1. DSLAM in Central Office (ILEC/CLEC)
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Figure 5.3. CO (ILEC/CLEC)
PARAMETER FREQ. EXPLANATION
Truck Roll N Software and hardware installation, plus labor
TELRIC Loop (CLEC only) N/R Set by state regulators as public tariff
Loop Reengineering N Removal of bridge taps, load coils, repeaters, etc.
DSLAM + ATUs N ATU-C, ATU-R, and access multiplexer
Router N Route traffic from DSLAM to Internet
Server & Software N Manage accounts, operate network, etc.
Collocation (CLEC only) N/R 10' x 10' space for equipment in CO
OA&M R Operations, administration, and management
Internet Connection N/R Both link and service to Internet
The Frequency (Freq.) column indicates whether the cost is nonrecurring (NR) or recurring (R). Note that since the
ILEC already owns the copper loops to the consumer (TELRIC Loop) and the central office facility (Collocation), it will not
incur these costs when considering the deployment of ADSL. The Loop Reengineering accounts for the conditioning of loop
to run at promised speeds. Three of the variables above are worth noting because they exhibit economies of scale (i.e.
decreasing marginal costs): DSLAM + ATUs, O&M, and Internet Connection.
DSL systems sales are typically negotiated with the vendor on a per line charge. The buyer specifies the total
number of lines, and the supplier indicates the lowest cost of all the equipment that goes into bringing an additional
customer online: 2 modems and a fractional part of the DSLAM. Through conversations with both vendors and ADSL
service deployers, the relationship between equipment-per-line-costs and the number of lines was determined through
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regression analysis. A similar process was used to determine OA&M costs (essentially the minimum labor costs) and the
Internet Connection costs.
A difficult effect to capture in the model is the leveraging of existing infrastructure to reduce costs. For example, in
the case of the DSLAM in CO models, the ILEC and CLEC are paying the same amount for Internet connectivity. One
could easily imagine that the incumbent could leverage its existing ATM core to further aggregate and carry this traffic to
the Internet, thus significantly reducing the cost of packet carriage. Since the incumbent’s internal costs for ATM and IP
service are unknown, they are assumed to be equal or close to the prevailing Internet costs for the purposes of comparison.
Section 5.3.2. DSLAM in Remote Terminal (ILEC)
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Figure 5.4. RT (ILEC)
PARAMETER FREQ. EXPLANATION LOW TYPICAL HIGH
Truck Roll N Software and hardware installation
CPE-to-DLC Loop N/R Customer premises equipment to DLC link
Loop Reengineering N Removal of bridge taps, load coils, repeaters, etc.
DLC Upgrade + ATUs N ATU-C, ATU-R, and access multiplexer
ATM Connection N/R Carriage of aggregated data stream from DLC
Router N Route traffic from DSLAM to Internet
Server & Software N Manage accounts, operate network, etc.
OA&M R Operations, administration, and management
Internet Connection N/R Both link and service to Internet
The only unique elements in this architecture are the CPE-to-DLC Loop and the ATM Connection from the DLC to the CO.
As in the previous architecture, there is the issue of how to model the leveraging of existing elements. The ILEC most likely
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does not consider these link costs to be opportunity costs; rather they were installed with the phone network considered sunk
costs. For the purposes of comparison, these two internal link costs are set to 0.
Section 5.3.3. DSLAM in Remote Collocation (ISP)
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Figure 5.5. RC (ISP)
PARAMETER FREQ. EXPLANATION LOW TYPICAL HIGH
Truck Roll N Software and hardware installation
2-Pair LAD Circuit N/R Customer premises equipment to DLC link
Loop Reengineering N Removal of bridge taps, load coils, repeaters, etc.
DSLAM + ATUs N ATU-C, ATU-R, and access multiplexer
Collocation R Rent of space in “broom closet”
Backhaul Link N/R Carriage of aggregated data stream from DLC
Router N Route traffic from DSLAM to Internet
Server & Software N Manage accounts, operate network, etc.
OA&M R Operations, administration, and management
Internet Connection N/R Both link and service to Internet
In addition to the customary connection to the Internet, this architecture incurs an additional Link cost to Backhaul
the traffic from the remote collocation site (“broom closet”) to the ISP’s point-of-presence. This cost less than the Internet
Connection because it is strictly a link service: there is no additional charge for providing a service port at the ISP’s
headquarters. In other words, the Backhaul is strictly a link service, whereas the Internet Connection is both a link to the
Internet and a service contract to have bits carried over the Internet backbone.
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SECTION 6. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A natural place to begin the analysis of a model is to discover the sensitivity of the outputs to the inputs. In this
case, the outputs can be considered Net One-time Cash Flow and Net Recurring Cash Flow. These values, which are formed
from the sum of the respective values from each of the Revenue and Cost Models, form the cornerstone of the NPV analysis
at the end of this section.
There has been much debate in the industry over which costs are more important to the viability of ADSL
deployment: DSLAM + modem costs (one-time) or Internet connection costs (recurring). These assertions can be verified or
rebuffed on the basis of a sensitivity analysis. By holding all other variables constant, the partial derivatives can be
calculated by measuring the change in output for a change in input.20
As the charts above demonstrate, the Cash Flow of the model is clearly more sensitive to Internet Connection costs
than to modem costs, no matter how many lines are deployed. Coupled with the fact that an NPV calculation would favor
recurring costs as time increases, it is easy to understand why the Internet costs are the most important to control. So while
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the capital investment in DSLAMs and ATUs is indeed sizeable, it does not figure as largely in the deployer’s net
profitability. Also note that the non-CO architectures are more sensitive to link cost, due to the fact that they have two links
each (RT: ATM Connection, Internet; RC: Backhaul, Internet) as opposed to the single link of the CO architecture (Internet
only).
Another interesting variable to explore is the state PUC’s loop prices. Regulators are always concerned about the
effects of their policies on the competitive marketplace. With the aid of the ADSL deployment model, the sensitivity of the
recurring Net Cash Flow to the recurring loop rates is determined below:
Sensitivity of PUC Loop Costs
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Each of the architecture has only a single regulated copper connection, so it is expected that they are equally
sensitive to PUC loop prices. In absolute terms, these effects are quite significant. For the RT and RC architectures, the
output is still more sensitive to link costs, but for the CO architectures the PUC prices are equally sensitive. It appears that
the success of ADSL deployment rests in large part with the cooperation with and foresight of the regulators in each state.
                                                                                                                                                                                                      
20
 E.g. For a function F of the form: F(x,y) = ax + by, the partial derivative of F with respect to x is a, and the partial with
respect to y is b. It can be said that “a is the sensitivity of F to x” and “b is the sensitivity of F to y.” If the absolute value
of a is greater than that of b, then F is said to be more sensitive to x.
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SECTION 7. NPV ANALYSIS & CASE STUDIES
In addition to the sensitivity analyses of the previous sections, the model also facilitates a detailed analysis of the
deployer’s Net Present Value (NPV) over a 10-year horizon. However, it must be noted that in a highly competitive and
risky environment such as this, an investment which does not return positive NPVs before 5 years is unlikely to be pursued.
By collecting data from the various trials and full ADSL service offerings on the market, feasibility of investment
and suggestions for improvement can be made.
Case 1. Ameritech (ILEC)
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Given it’s advertised revenue and cost structures (DSLAM in CO), Ameritech’s ADSL offering cannot be profitable if it
remains at the current level of subscription (120 lines). For Ameritech to be profitable within a two to three year window, it
must increase its subscription substantially to at least 80,000:
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Case #2: slip.net vs InterAccess (ISPs)
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The graph above shows that the firm slip.net has a negative net present value for at least a ten-year horizon , but the
firm InterAccess will reach profitability after a four-year time horizon simply because it promises less bandwidth (proving
once again that the net recurring cost is highly sensitive to changes in Internet bandwidth).
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Case 3. AOL Trials
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Trials have extremely unprofitable revenue and cost structures. They are usually meant to test other aspects of
deployment rather than the appropriate price points. No trial can be sustained without subsidization, and AOL is clearly
losing large sums of money with this revenue and cost structure.
Case 4. G.lite Modems
A g.lite21 modem is a variant of ADSL that avoids the cost of a truck roll due to enhanced digital signal processing
and a lower downstream speed. Another attraction is its lower per unit costs. The deploying a g.lite modem for the mass
market has the potential of creating profitability for all four architectures.
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Case 5. ISP Advantage over CLEC
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While it is normally true that the architecture associated with the CLEC give it a cost advantage over the ISP, there
are certain cases in which the ISP has greater potential for profit: small numbers of lines. Since the CLEC has the overhead
of substantial collocation costs, the ISP can manage with only a few subscribers and still make significant profit. Note how
the ISP’s NPV curve completely dominates the CLEC’s in this example of 50 lines.
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21
 Also known as Consumer DSL, Universal DSL, DSL Lite
